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alley stephen L thoughts on reading croce s theory of aesthetic
15 winter 1961
anderson richard lloyd joseph smith and the millenarian time
table 55 spring summer 1961
andrus hyrum L joseph smith and the west 129 spring summer
1960
the second american revolution era off preparation
71 autumn 1959 winter 1960
arrington leonard J an economic interpretation of the word of
wisdom 37 winter 1959 religion and economics in mormon
history 15 spring summer 1961
company for gerties pigeons two poems
bell elouise diana
70 autumn 1959 winter 1960
bradshaw merrill the articles of faith composer s commentary
73 spring summer 1961
mormon persecutions in missouri 1833 1
bushman richard L
autumn 1960
campbell eugene E
the mormon gold mining mission of 1849
19 autumn 1959 winter 1960
cannon mark W the crusades against the masons catholics and
mormons
cormons
Mor
mons separate waves of a common current 23 winter
1961

cheney thomas E
57

autumn 1960

mormon folk song and the fife collection

clark marden J the wages of sin in hawthorne 21 winter 1959
coles christie lund day s end poem 32 autumn 1959 winter
1960
collins bessie F the climate of singing poem 50 spring
summer 1961
de jong gerrit jr an approach to modernity in art 33 autumn
1959 winter 1960
mormons
Mor mons 69 winter 1960
empey lamar T review odea the cormons
evans david on belay poem 14 spring summer 1961
fielding R kent carl becker and the historian as priest and
prophet 59 winter 1959 review barzun the house of intellect 268 spring summer 1960
fife austin E folk elements in the formation of the mormon
personality 1 autumn 1959 winter 1960
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frietzsche arthur H
the impact of applied science upon the
utopian ideal 34 spring summer 1961
fuerstner carl valse from little dance suite opus 39 50 winter
1961

gibbons eileen salt water sunday a short story 21 autumn 1960
gledhill preston R JB successful theatre versus godless theology

9

winter

1961

golightly max miss helen poem 8 winter 1961
hansen klaus the political kingdom of god as a cause for mor
mon gentile conflict 241 spring summer 1960
51 spring summer
hansen ralph mormon bibliography 1960
1961

when all has been given poem 54 winter 1961
41
Dri eser naturalist or theist
theodore drieser
houston
heuston dustin
brieser
winter 1961
hill douglas the sun jewels poem 42 autumn 1959 winter

hart edward

1960

hume martha haskins rorschach blot poem 14 winter 1961
johns cameron interim poem 58 winter 1959
keller karl manti temple poem 54 autumn 1959 winter 1960
krysl M they say caesar poem 56 autumn 1960
crematorium
poem 74 winter 1961 the
larson clinton F
mantle of the prophet poetry drama 193 spring summer 1960
lund thelma J mountain parable poem 22 winter 1961
madsen truman G the contribution of existentialism 9 winter
1959
three theories of religious language 227 spring

summer 1960
mathews conan E
angular patterns water color 188 spring
summer 1960 art and the church 3 winter 1961 trinity
upper provo water
water color 76 spring summer 1960
color 148 spring summer 1960
what Is humanistic about
modern art 51 winter 1959
mcmurrin sterling M review mcmurrin philosophical foundations
of mormon theology 101 autumn 1959 winter 1960 reply
to professor madsen s critique 261 spring summer 1960
melville J keith review furniss the mormon conflict 1850
1859
18501859

winter 1961
midgley louis C dostoevsky on crime and revolution A study in
russian nihilism 55 winter 1961 god and immortality in
dostoevsky s thought 55 autumn 1959 winter 1960
poll richard D review arrington great basin kingdom an economic history of the latter day saints 18301900
1830 1900 65 autumn
america and the rational road to peace 3 spring
1960
i960
15

summer 1961
rader melvin the demands of aesthetics upon religious
spring summer 1961
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arson outline of history of utah and the
rich russell R review Ilarson
mormons
cormons
Mor
mons 106 autumn 1959 winter 1960
riggs robert E review andrus joseph smith and world government 71 winter 1959 the united nations as a policy instru-

149 spring summer 1960
rogers lewis M review robinson the dead sea scrolls and original
quaran
christianity 68 winter 1959 the dead sea scrolls qumran
calmly revisited 109 spring summer 1960
st cyr genevieve pictorial poem 18 autumn 1959 winter 1960
the nightingale poem 64 autumn 1960
i960
special feature 105 spring summer 1961
cormons
smart lyman review mulder and mortensen among the mormons
Mor mons
73 winter 1959
stevens A wilber child before fire poem 50 winter 1959
fitzgerald s tender isis the night the idea as morality 95

ment

spring summer 1961
stires david the marriage of tamura and miiko

poem 8

winter

1959

charles darwin after one hundred years 43
autumn 1959 winter 1960
thomas winona F frontier 1961 poem 94 spring summer 1961
carts
handcarls
handcarts
carls to zion 271
111
tyler lyman review hafen and hafen Hand
spring summer 1960
1
wilkes william
john tullidge utah s first music critic

tanner vasco M

winter 1959
wilkins ernest J

blanco fombona and hispanic cultural unity
177 spring summer 1960
director s foreword to the mantle of the
woodbury lael J
prophet 189 spring summer 1960
worsley klea evans ingratitude poem 49 winter 1961
wright carol lynn exorcism poem 34 spring summer 1961
yarn david H jr some metaphysical reflections on the gospel of

john

3

autumn 1960

ARTICLES FICTION AND BOOK REVIEWS
america and the rational road to peace by richard D poll 3
spring summer 1961
among the mormons
cormons
Mormons by william mulder and A russel mortensen
review by lyman smart 73 winter 1959
approach to modernity in art an by gerrit de jong jr 33
autumn
m 1959 winter 1960
i960
autun
altun
art and the church by conan mathews 3 winter 1961
bianco
blanco fombona and hispanic cultural unity by ernest J wilkins
177 spring summer 1960
carl becker and the historian as priest and prophet by R kent
fielding 59 winter 1959
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charles darwin after one hundred years

by vasco M

tanner 43

autumn 1959 winter 1960
contribution of existentialism the by truman G madsen 9
winter 1959
cormons
crusades against the masons catholics and mormons
Mormons the separate
waves of a common current by mark W cannon 23 winter
1961

dead sea scrolls and original christianity the by 0 preston robinson review by lewis M rogers 68 winter 1959
dead sea scrolls the qumram
quiram calmly revisited by lewis M
rogers 109 spring summer 1960
demands of aesthetics upon religious art the by melvin rader
67 spring summer 1961
director s foreword to the mantle of the prophet by lael J
woodbury 189 spring summer 1960
dostoevsky on crime and revolution A study in russian nihilism
by louis C midgley 55 winter 1961
economic interpretation of the word of wisdom an by leonard J
arrington 37 winter 1959
fitzgerald s tender is the night the idea as morality by A wilber
stevens 95 spring summer 1961
folk elements in the formation of the mormon personality by
austin E fife 1 autumn 1959 winter 1960
god and immortality in dostoevsky s thought by louis C midgley
55 autumn 1959 winter 1960
great basin kingdom an economic history of the latter day saints
1900 by leonard J arrington review by richard D poll
1830
18301900
65 autumn 1960
Hard carts to zion by leroy R hafen and ann W hafen review by
hardcarts
S lyman tyler 271 spring summer 1960
house of intellect the by jacques barzun review by R kent fielding
268 spring summer 1960
impact of applied science upon the utopian ideal the by arthur
Frie tusche
tasche 34 spring summer 1961
H frietzsche
JB successful theatre versus godless theology by preston R
gledhill 9 winter 1961
joseph smith and the millenarian time table by richard lloyd
anderson 55 spring summer 1961
joseph smith and the west by hyrum L andrus 129 spring

summer 1960
joseph smith and world government by hyrum L andrus review

robert E riggs 71 winter 1959
john tullidge utah s first music critic by william wilkes 1
winter 1959
mormon bibliography 1960 by ralph hansen 51 spring summer
by

1961
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mormon conflict the 18501859
1850 1859 by norman F furniss review by
J keith melville 15 winter 1961
mormon folk song and the fife collection by thomas E cheney
57 autumn 1960
mormon gold mining mission of 1849 the by eugene E campbell 19 autumn 1959 winter 1960
mormon persecutions in missouri 1833 by richard L bushman 1
autumn 1960
mormons
cormons
Mor
mons the by thomas F odea review by lamar T empey 69
winter 1960
mormons
outline history of utah and the cormons
Mor
mons by gustive 0 larson
review by russell R rich 106 autumn 1959 winter 1960
philosophical foundations of mormon theology by sterling M mcmurrin review by truman G madsen 101 autumn 1959
winter 1960
political kingdom of god as a cause for mormon gentile conflict
the by klaus hansen 241 spring summer 1960
religion and economics in mormon history by leonard J arringsummer 1961
15 spring
ton 15s
ring
pr2essor
to
reply professor madsen s critique by sterling M mcmurrin 261
spring summer 1960
salt water sunday short story by eileen gibbons 21 autumn 1960
second american revolution the era of preparation by hyrum L
andrus 71 autumn 1959 winter 1960
some metaphysical reflections on the gospel of john by david H
yarn jr 3 autumn 1960
special feature 105 spring summer 1961
Dri
eser naturalist or theist
theodore drieser
houston 41
brieser
by dustin heuston

winter 1961
thoughts on reading croce s theory of aesthetic by stephen L
alley 15 winter 1961
three theories of religious language by truman G madsen 227

spring summer 1960
united nations as a policy instrument the by robert F riggs 149
spring summer 1960
wages of sin in hawthorne the by marden J clark
dark
oark 21 winter
1959

what Is humanistic about modern art
winter 1959

by

conan mathews

51

POETRY
child before fire by A wilber stevens 50 winter 1959
climate of singing the by bessie F collins 50 spring summer
1961

company for gertie s pigeons

by elouise bell 70

autumn 1959

winter 1960
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crematorium by clinton F larson 74 winter 1961
day s end by christie lund coles 32 autumn 1959 winter 1960
diana by elouise bell 70 autumn 1959 winter 1960
exorcism by carol lynn wright 34 spring summer 1961
frontier 1961 by winona F thomas 94 spring summer 1961
ingratitude by klea evans worsley 49 winter 1961
interim by cameron johns 58 winter 1959
manti temple by karl keller 54 autumn 1959 winter 1960
mantle of the prophet the poetry drama by clinton F larson 193
spring summer 1960
marriage of tamura and miiko the by david stires 8 winter
1959

miss helen by max golightly 8 winter 1961
mountain parable by thelma J lund 22 winter 1961
nightingale the by genevieve st cyr 64 autumn 1960
i960
on belay by david evans 14 spring summer 1961
pictorial by genevieve st cyr 18 autumn 1959 winter 1960
rorschach blot by martha haskins hume 14 winter 1961
sun jewels the by douglas hill 42 autumn 1959 winter 1960
1960
they say caesar by M krysl 56 autumn i960
when all has been given by edward hart 54 winter 1961

illustrations
angular patterns
summer 1960
articles of faith

AND MUSIC

water color by conan mathews

188

spring

the

composer s commentary by merrill bradshaw 73 spring summer 1961
trinity water color by conan mathews 76 spring summer 1960
upper provo water color by conan mathews 148 spring summer
1960
valse from

winter
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